Ankama announces the release of Krosmaga
The latest game from the French studio is now available on PC, tablet, and smartphone
with the same account!

Roubaix, France – February 22nd, 2017 – In open beta on PC since December 12th, 2016, Krosmaga,
the collec<ble card game that combines strategy with tower defense, is now also available on
smartphones. Players can therefore access their collec<on of cards at any <me, and conFnue their
progression on the medium of their choice. The game also has a new single player mode, the
dungeons, in which players will discover new creatures and new cards.

Krosmaga is a collecFble card game where the player embodies a god within a fantasy universe: the
Krosmoz. Each deity has their own strengths and weaknesses, their own cards and spells, and their
own style of play. To baIle their opponents, the player summons creatures, some<mes cute,
some<mes terrifying, and charisma<c heroes, some<mes also comical, onto the board to engage in
epic, Herculean baIles!
The Krosmoz is also the universe of DOFUS and WAKFU. In Krosmaga, players therefore ﬁnd the
emblema<c characters from Ankama's video games, animated series, and ﬁlm, always through the
transmedia perspecFve which is dear to the French company.

In short, Krosmaga is a game that mixes CCG and tower defense, oﬀers a PvP and dungeon mode, 8
gods and over 500 cards. In it, players will ﬁnd Ankama's colorful design and humor, the heroes from
the ﬁlm, the popular DOFUS MMO, and the WAKFU animated series. Krosmaga is the card game of
the gods, but that doesn't stop Rushu the demon from invi<ng himself to the party! In the new
Dungeon mode, the sinister character oﬀers players the chance to face Midgins, and to collect chests
of gold and silver, giving a total of 12 new cards.
While the fans of Ankama's universe were very quick to show their interest in the latest addi<on to
the Krosmoz during the early stages (alpha, closed beta), the game's audience quickly expanded
star<ng with the open beta. Indeed, through its form and content – a fun and quirky universe, short
but intense matches – Krosmaga is for all players.
Krosmaga is oﬀered in a free-to-play format. A virtual shop will provide packs of cards, cosme<c
items, and services.
Download Krosmaga for iOS
Download Krosmaga for Android
Download Krosmaga for PC
Download Krosmaga for Mac

DOWNLOAD THE PRESS KIT
DONWLOAD THE VIDEOS AND VISUALS
To ﬁnd out everything about Krosmaga:
h[p://www.krosmaga.com/
h[ps://www.facebook.com/Krosmaga

About the Ankama Group
Ankama is an independent company which creates, publishes and distributes works of entertainment worldwide. From
video games to board games, from anima<ons to mangas, it controls the produc<on chain of its crea<ons from A to Z.
Known for its MMORPGs and the animated series DOFUS and WAKFU, part of a vast universe called the Krosmoz, it achieved
its ﬁrst full-length feature ﬁlm in 2016, DOFUS – Book I: Julith. Among the many strings of its bow: the board game
Krosmaster Arena, its ﬁgurines and its online version; the video games Tac?le Wars, King Tongue, and DOFUS Pogo, on
smartphone and tablet; but also mangas and comics such as Mutafukaz, Maliki, City Hall, Radiant, and Freaks' Squeele.
Indeed, since 2004, following the principles of transmedia, the Ankama teams have been crea<ng universes developed
through several stories and in several formats, thereby oﬀering their communi<es of players, readers and spectators a full
and immersive narra<ve experience across all popular pla_orms. At Ankama, every story is unique, but they are all
interconnected.
To get an idea of what's going on at Ankama, you should take a look at: DOFUS Touch, tablet and smartphone version of
DOFUS, released in late 2016; Krosmaga, a collec<ble card game mixing combat and strategy, planned for the ﬁrst half of
2017; and the animated series WAKFU, whose fans will be presented with a third season in late 2017.
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